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I'm Not From Here - A Survival Guide To Relocation
Intro

So, you nally did it or are doing it. The boxes are packed, the tickets are bought,
the plans are made. Or maybe you’ve just arrived. You left home, left family, left
friends, left everything that was familiar to you and moved to a brand-new place.
Now what? Well now it’s time to start fresh, start all over again. New job, new
friends, new coffee shop, new route to work, new grocery store. In fact,
EVERYTHING is new. If you’re like me, it all sounds exciting, or maybe a little
overwhelming or a little of both. You might be thinking, how long it will take before
this place starts to feel like home. Well, the fact of the matter is that the new place
will never feel like the old home. Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but it’s the
truth. New is not familiar. Old is familiar. Old is comfort and routine. And the
challenge for many new town newbies is that idea that you can create all that is
comfortable and familiar from your old life, and manifest that into your new life.
Well, that’s not scienti cally possible. Unless your Doc, from Back To The Future and
you’ve got a time machine.
But I am here to help you. And to tell you that all is not lost. So, before you take the
leap or start feeling like you just made the wrong decision by moving, before you
start feeling stuck, before you spend all of your money and miles on ying or
driving back home every weekend, let me help you make the shift from foreign to
familiar. And before you know it you’ll be feeling like one of the locals. Because
sometimes there is nothing worse than feeling like the new guy or girl in town.
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In this book you will discover helpful tips for nding ways to t into your new surroundings.
Shoot, you may even rediscover old passions or try some new hobbies. To say the least, you will
not leave this book without a few new ways to meet new people and explore your new location
with excitement. So, strap on your seatbelt it’s going to be a bumpy ride.
But before we begin let me tell you a little about myself, and why I even bothered to write this
book. I have lived in seven states (no, I’m not military), and even a few countries. Currently, I’m
living in beautiful Costa Rica. So, when it comes to being the new girl in town, I could write the
book. Get it! And even when I still lived with mom as a kid, we moved every one to two years
around southern California. So, in a sense my mom was grooming me to become a wanderer
and a nomad from the start. In those early years it was hard for me to adjust. When you’re a kid,
your life depends on who your friends are, and when you have to change them as often as I did,
it becomes a little overwhelming. People used to joke and tell my mom that they always wrote
her down in their address book in pencil, back when people actually used address books (yes,
I’m that old).
By the time I moved out on my own at 18 years old, I was a pro at moving and making new
friends. And that behavior translated over to my work life as well. I’ve had just about as many
new jobs as I have had new addresses. So, making new friends at work became a cinch as well. I
wasn’t always able to come back home for holidays, but I have never spent a holiday alone.
Building community wherever I've been has always been priority one for me, because it is
crucial to my survival.
What I hope for you is that you will not let a year pass by only to look back at time wasted, when
you could have been out exploring, meeting people and making a home for yourself. Or maybe
you haven’t left the nest yet and are thinking about it, let this be your guide and inspiration. You
know that old saying, “Home is where your heart is”, and that couldn’t be truer. If your heart is
constantly yearning to be back home, you will never succeed in your new place and possibly
miss out on the best times of your life.
www.yougotmel.org
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If you have picked up this book, then it is safe to assume that you are someone who has just
moved to a new city, or made the move to a new country and you are looking for ways to help
ease into your new life. Or maybe you are still on the fence and researching your next move. Or
maybe you’re one of my friends or family #iappreciateursupport . But seriously if you are reading
this book then that tells me that you are hopeful and smart. It is also probably safe to assume
that you are an adventurer. It takes a lot of guts to pick up everything and go somewhere else.
Maybe you’re doing it alone, maybe you’re folowing your partner because they took a new job,
or maybe drama and chaos in your old life had built up so much that the only way to change
your circumstances was to change your physical address. Whatever the case I applaud you, and
my heart goes out to you. It is going to take some time to overcome the newness, but I have
some encouraging news for you; nothing last forever and you are never stuck. If you’re taking
the leap to move to a new location, then you are already headed in the right direction, and you
can never be stuck in your circumstances.
I just need you to give me the next few chapters. I promise you that by the end, if you take
everything that I am giving to you, you will be thriving and no longer surviving. I have put my
heart and soul into this, in hopes that others will not have to go through the bumps and bruises I
have endured. Let this be the beginning of a new chapter in your life, and you have control over
the outcome. You have control over your ability to fail or succeed. So, my rst challenge to you is
a question. Just one. Simple. Question. Are you ready? You’re going to want to write this down.
What do you want your life to look like one year from now?
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Say YES
Are you as big a fan of Shonda as I am? Wait. What? Shonda who? Come on, Shonda Rhimes.
Grey’s Anatomy, Scandal, How To Get Away With Murder, Bridgerton; ever hear of any of those
shows. Well hopefully you have, because she owned television on Thursday nights at one point.
Well if you are one of the few people on this earth that have not heard of her, then you probably
didn’t know that she wrote a book called “Year of Yes”. You see, before she had Shondaland she
struggled, as most of us do with staying in her lane, minding our grove, hanging out in our
comfort zone. And I get it, I am guilty as well. See when you are trying to balance life and
minimize the chaos so you can survive life you have to say “no'' to some people and a lot of
things. But Shonda’s sister spoke six little words to her that changed her life forever, “You never
say yes to anything.”
Why am I bringing up Shonda and her story, well besides the fact that you should go read the
book for yourself, there is a lesson in there. Several, if you ask me. Don’t believe me, here are a
few of my favorite quotes from the book:
“Being traditional is not traditional anymore.”
“Whenever you see me succeeding in one area of my life, that almost always means that I am
failing in another area of my life.”
“In order to YES a problem, I have to nd whatever it is inside the problem that challenges me or
scares me or makes me just freak out – and then I have to say “yes” to that thing.”
“When I say I’m going to do something, I do it. When I say I’m going to do something, I really do
it. I throw myself into it and I do . I do my ass off. I do right up to the nish line. No matter what.”
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“If you are a kid and you are out there and you are chubby, not so cute ,and nerdy, and shy, and
invisible, and in pain, whatever your race, whatever your gender, whatever your sexual
orientation, I’m standing here to tell you: you are not alone. Your tribe of people, they are out
there in the world waiting for you.”

“Losing yourself does not happen all at once. Losing yourself happens one “No” at a time. “No” to
going out tonight. “No” to catching up with that old college roommate. “No” to attending that
party. “No” to going on a vacation. “No” to making a new friend. Losing yourself happens one
pound at a time.”

Well I think that is enough sharing for now. You’ll have to buy the book and read it for yourself to
get the rest of the awesomeness that she is and writes about. When I was mapping out the
chapters of this book I knew I wanted to dedicate one chapter on saying “yes” to things. I have
met so many people that say “no” without even thinking about it. And if you really take a look at
their lives, they are living in their comfort zone. Not to talk bad about comfort zones, because
frankly some of us need them for certain seasons of our lives. But that is exactly what they are
meant to be, for a season. But…seasons don’t last. And just like life it changes. And you can either
change along with it or cozy up.
But I tell you one thing, just one observation. If you have already made this big move out of your
hometown or country, out of your comfort zone, then you are not a lost cause. I applaud you.
Now let’s not lose momentum. You are going to need to learn how to say “yes” to things that
scare you and people you don’t know. It’s time to get comfortable being uncomfortable. Now I
can’t stand on this soap box like I have never struggled, cause I have, and I have overcome it, and
other times I want to shrink back into my little place of comfort and decide not to “people” today.
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A little, back story… I was 39 years old and decided I wanted to go back to school. Not just go
back but live in a dorm at that. Who the heck decides they want to live in a dorm, on purpose no
less, at that age. Why couldn’t I just nish college online like a normal adult. But that is what I
did. So on day one after I had managed to avoid the crowds of parents that had brought their
teens to college (some of them my age, ugh), and I get to my dorm room and even unpack a
little, I sit down and contemplate whether or not I wanted to leave the room and go down to the
commons area for dinner.
I had my own room, thank God, and I had some snacks in my bag that I could have snacked on
and been ne. I sat there for about 20 minutes talking myself into leaving the room. I even called
a friend, who of course told me that I need to suck it up, go to dinner and make some friends. So
that is what I did. I said YES. And it was the most awkward dinner I had my whole time there. I
sat down at an empty table, secretly hoping no one would join me. But someone did, the
sweetest little freshman girl, so innocent. I was relieved. And then an older gentleman came to
sit next to her. Yes, you guessed, it was her dad. No but wait, he was a hot dad. I found out that
he was a re ghter (calender hot) and a single dad (hot). I know, I’m a terrible person. But I left
and was thankful that no one could read my mind. And I gured I’d never see either one of
them again. But a few weeks later a girl came up to me to say hi, and I didn’t recognize her, and
she reminded me that I sat with her and her dad on the rst night at dinner. Hot dad. Well I
never got to see hot dad again, but that girl and I ended up being friends. So there’s that. My
rst college campus friend. I couldn’t even tell you her name, but she will be remembered.
That is what you are going to need to do. Take a risk. Be willing to be uncomfortable and
awkward. It’s okay to be a little nervous when you are new and unknown, but that is what you
have to go through. Say YES to doing something that may scare you. Something that you may
not normally do. And who knows, it may not work out, but at least you gave it a good old college
try.
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Table For One
I don’t know your story, why you’re thinking about moving, or why you’ve moved. I don’t know if
you’re thinking about moving with someone, or if you moved with someone, or if you moved
with anyone at all. Maybe you moved for a job, or because of your partner's job.Or because you
heard the schools were better in that part of the world. Whatever the case, I want to share
something with you. Here is some unsolicited advice if you are not a solo unit, you don't have to
do everything together, and it’s okay for you to go out and do things alone. Now, some of you
may have just given me an eye roll and that’s okay. I can take it. But trust me as a woman who
has been there and done that, you will want to expand and make your own friends and create
your own little inner circle.
Of the 7 states that I have lived in, 2 of those states I moved to with other people. My friends, best
friends, nearest and dearest to my heart. People I had known for years, and were more like
family than friends. my framily (friends + family). But in both cases, neither one of them were
happy in our new place of residence. One ended up deciding to move back home after just six
months and rather than be stuck by myself, I decided to go back too. And in the other instance,
after 12 months of living in our new city, they decided to move back home. But this time, I did
not go back.
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See I learned some lessons. Let’s identify these lessons as states rather than names in order to
keep names anonymous, we’re still friends til this day and I’d like to keep it that way. I am a
dedicated, loyal friend. That is probably why I agreed to move to these new places with these
friends in the rst place. I wanted to support their decision to relocate and did not want them to
have to go on the journey alone. In Las Vegas I found a good job. And had begun to make friends
with some of the people in the of ce, but did not want to leave my friend hanging. I actually
tried to merge the two worlds together while we were still in Vegas, but that did not work. I had
even begun dating someone. But I chose to leave all of that behind. Who knows where life could
have taken me.
In Miami I had learned a little from the Vegas incident and after the 12-month decision had been
made to go back home, I chose to stay. I had found another job that I was doing well at and
working my way up the leadership ladder and the thought of having to start all over again
turned my stomach. What did not end up happening during those rst 12 months though, is I
did not step out to make any friends, so when I found myself having to start the process of
nding my tribe from the beginning after being there a year already, I was devastated. It almost
felt like I had just moved to town. What are the lessons you can learn here? Take a chance and
get out there to make some friends. And it’s okay to go make friends without the other person.
Now I am speaking to the ones who have moved by themselves or are thinking about it. You are
going to have to learn to do things by yourself and that’s okay. It’s actually not as scary as it
sounds. I mean if you think about it, there are plenty of things we all do by ourselves. Cook.
Clean. Shop. Drive. Work out. Hike. So why not take it a step further. Go out to eat. Go to a movie.
Go see a comedy show. Go to a concert. You see, the more comfortable you are with yourself, the
more you will attract like-minded people. You will run into them while you are out doing things
that are normally done with others. And if you don’t already know yourself, now is a great time
to start.
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Think about some of the activities or hobbies you were into when you were home. Maybe, there
were other people involved when you did those things. How did you meet those people? You’ve
got to start somewhere. Be willing to take the risk. I know sitting in a movie theater by yourself is
not the coolest thing in the world, but what do you do if you REALLY want to see the latest
Marvel movie and no one wants to go with you. Sure, sometimes there are ways to stream
movies at home, but be a little more adventurous. Especially if you’re a Marvel fan, hello! And
what do you do if your favorite band or music artist comes to town, miss the concert? Is that
even an option? I’ll tell you one thing, I love, I mean LOVE me some Adele. Currently she is not
doing concerts. But if the Spirit moved her and she suddenly decided she was going back on
tour, I would go to her concert solo and proudly, in a heartbeat if I had to.
Do not let the fact that you don’t have anyone to do things with hold you back from living your
life. It sounds so sad and a little pathetic. And there are some deeper issues going on there that
we do not have time to cover in this chapter, but I’d do a little soul diving down to the depths of
your emotional health to see what it is that is holding you back from going it alone. I challenge
you reader; that is if you are still reading this book at this point, go out there and experience your
new location with pride. See what’s happening around your city, state, country.
And if you can’t nd one thing, not one single thing that piques your interest and can’t stand
trying to go do it alone, then call me up. Remember I told you that I am a loyal, dedicated friend.
Well that was straight up truth. I love a good adventure, and even more so I love helping people
break out of their comfort zone. But I’m also an enabler, and I embrace that, and refuse to
resemble that. So neverminded, I’ll just cheer you on from the side lines. Hard to break old
habits, but like everyone I am a work in progress. So, you get out there and do the damn thing,
by your damn self, then shoot me a message telling me how much fun you had on your solo
adventure.
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Relationship Status
It's time to talk about relationships. Just in case you didn't get that from the title of the chapter.
Duh. Let’s start with the couples, partners and families rst. None of these are me, so I've got
minimal input. But I have interviewed some and have several friends who t into those
categories, so I've got some opinions on the topic.
Let's say you are a couple, who have decided to move to a new location together. First, hats off to
you. That is brave. And I can only assume that you two have a very strong relationship. If not,
beware. This new move could make or break the relationship. Moving to a new place is stressful
enough as it is, on top of moving somewhere with someone who you are not legally bound to.
The possibility of break up is always looming in the back, like an old ex around mercury
retrograde. Then there are the married couples. Actually, just because you are married doesn't
really mean the relationship is safe either. If the pandemic revealed anything, it de nitely
revealed the couples who were having issues all along.
The rst thing you will want to do is nd some other couples to hang out with. If you nd other
couples that are from the area willing to show you around, that's a bonus. But even if you nd
other couples that are new as well, it would be a great idea for all of you to get out and explore
your new city together. Now I don't know what your relationship is like, but there always seems
to be one party in the couples who adjust better than the other. For that reason, I would also
advise that each party nd their own friends. It's great to do things together, but nding your
groove on your own sometimes creates opportunities for couples to discover new things that the
other may not want to do.
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Remember the Miami move I told you about, well shortly after my best friend decided to go
back home, I really hit rock bottom. Okay maybe not rock bottom, but it was a pretty lonely time
in my life. I'd left a guy I was dating back home in LA and we were trying to do the long-distance
thing for a while. Well in my quest to ll a void, I asked him to move to Miami to live with me. I
know, don't say it, we’ll talk about it later. Well, he countered with "let's get married" and I said
“yes”. I know again, you don't have to say it. Sometimes you do NEED to say “no'' Shonda. Just
me writing this brings back memories that make me cringe. Well, skip ahead and three months
later we were married and living in Miami.
He did NOT adjust well. I had already established myself, and because he was new in town, he
became dependent on me for everything. From him nding a job, to opening a bank account,
we did everything together. And my friends were his friends. You can probably guess that the
marriage did not last. For the rest of you couples out there, just be conscious of how each of you
are adjusting. Give grace, extra grace to each other and practice patience.
Now on to the families. Depending on the age of your children, you all have so many adventures
awaiting you in a new place. New schools, new museums, new libraries to explore, the list goes
one. If you do things well, this can be one of the greatest adventures your children ever have.
Younger children usually adapt easier to their surroundings. It's the older ones you might have
to keep an eye on. Trust me I moved A LOT when I was younger. Having to learn new routes to
new schools, and the headache of making new friends in the middle of the school year can be
overwhelming. Be mindful of how your children are adjusting and get help if needed. Helping
your teenagers nd things they like to do or hobbies to keep them engaged will make a world of
difference.
Be intentional and meet the neighbors. If there is one thing my mom did do, in all of our moves
is make it a point to get to know our neighbors. It was a saving grace, not only for us to have
other kids to play with, but for her to have other adults to socialize with as well.
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Okay singles, are you ready. Thanks for hanging in there. So, it's confession time. Well not really, I
already shared my marriage faupaux. We'll take a trip back to my Arizona move. I started my
new job two days after moving, and had a boyfriend two weeks later. A guy that I worked with,
who just so happened to be from my hometown as well. No, we didn't know each other before.
But we did have that connection of both being new to the city and new to the job. Now that I
look back on that relationship, yes of course it ended, we had a codependent relationship. We
relied on each other to cope with the stresses of adjusting to a new place and a new job. Not the
best way to start a relationship.
If I could go back and do it again, I'd meet some other people rst and establish some nonromantic relationships before starting to date. But when you have moved somewhere by
yourself, the logical (left side of the brain) thing to do is to nd someone to date. Have you ever
been on those dating apps and seen it? I have, where someone just moved to town and is
looking for new "friends". Sometimes when you’re new, you resort to nding friends wherever
and however.
Don't fall into the trap. Connect with other like-minded people rst. Find those people who share
the same interest or hobbies as you do. Heck, even hang out with people from work, unless
you’re working remotely, just don't date them yet. Filling the void of loneliness with a dating
relationship is never a good idea. No, I did not get the memo, and yes, I know it seems obvious,
but learn from my mistake. Or don't and then we'll have something to talk about at the next
speed dating event.
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Pity Pary
This next chapter is not going to be as fun as some of the others. Well, I guess I shouldn't assume
you have been having fun reading this, but hopefully you have, so brace yourself for this one.
First, I totally understand what it is like to move to a completely new location and not know
anyone. It can be one of the loneliest feelings. As someone who has struggled with depression in
the past, there is a thing called relocation depression. Yes, that is a thing, look it up. Or better yet,
if after reading this you think you might be suffering from it, reach out to a licensed therapist for
help.
Most people do not even recognize the signs that they are struggling with depression from
relocation. And to be quite honest with you, the signs are very much similar to the signs for
other depressions. If you have struggled with depression in the past and faced it,
congratulations. However, this does not make you exempt from relapsing back into a depressive
state.
It is natural for people to feel lonely and grieve the loss of their life back home. It is only natural
that people will feel like they have lost their entire support system. It is only natural to feel that
the people in the new location do not get you. All of those feelings are valid and true for you. The
sooner you recognize, come to the realization, identify it and name it; the sooner you can heal
and grow through it. It is only temporary. But if not addressed soon, can turn into much more
than a passing phase.
Watch out for the signs. Do you nd yourself sleeping more than usual, feeling fatigued, feeling a
lack of motivation to go out, missing opportunities to make new friends, or saying no to things
and people. If you have moved to your new location with someone, do you nd yourself not
wanting to go anywhere and do anything without them? Or feeling like you have been betrayed
or left behind when they go out and do new things without you. That is not only depression, that
is a type of codependency, and that is a whole other ballgame.
www.yougotmel.org
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Do you nd yourself spending more time on social media, watching friends and family have fun
without you? Or do you post and stare at the screen waiting for people to like your post, but
secretly hoping that they are jealous because you seem to be enjoying your new adventure.
What about texting and phone calls? Have they increased since you moved? Do you spend your
nights on the phone with family and friends back home? Now of course not everyone who
moves to a new place is subject to depression. But my advice is that you pay attention and
watch out for the signs anyway.
Some of the reasons people suffer is because of unmet expectations. Things are not working out
the way that they were supposed to. The new job is not as great as it sounded when you
accepted it. The home you moved into seems a little small or bigger than you thought when you
saw the pictures on line. The grocery store that you found nearby doesn't carry the haas
avocados you like. In Fact, maybe there is no grocery store at all like the one back home that had
everything. I remember when I lived in Wisconsin you had to drive a couple hours south before
you found a Trader Joes or anything like it. And Black hair products, no chance. I had to drive a
couple hours, if not more, to nd what I needed.
In reality these are all just things holding you back from settling into your new home.
Subconsciously your mind wishes you could have moved somewhere exactly like where you
came from. And chances are that there may be some similarities, or it may be even better than
where you came from. It's all in how you embrace the change. Some people adapt easier than
others. I love that saying, "Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you respond to it" So
how are you going to handle this? Well I have got some suggestions.
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Become an adventurer. Embrace the new life that you have just adopted and become friends
with it. Get curious about your surroundings, and the people that inhabit your surroundings.
Start to ask people questions. Your coworkers or the people you see in the grocery store. Ask the
grocer what the best meat cuts are. Ask the lady in the cheese aisle what their favorite cheese is.
Try a new coffee shop and ask what the locals like to order. The more you seem like you are
interested in trying to get to know your neighborhood, the more people you will attract, the
right people. Your possible tribe. Because at the end of the day that is what you need to survive.
You need a tribe of people who are familiar with the area to help you navigate your new life. And
people, no matter where you live, are naturally wired to want to help. Why do you think there
are so many people on the side of the road with signs that say, "Need food. Please help." Because
20 cars may pass by them, but there will always be one or two who stop to give them some type
of help.
This is where you are going to need to get comfortable being vulnerable. I know. I just said the V
word. It's not one of my favorite words either. In fact, I still have not mastered it. So, until the
Universe learns how to channel its inner Professor X ability and people can then read minds, you
are going to have to use your words and ask for help. You never know what interesting
adventures you'll take or tribe potential people you will meet. It's all a matter of perspective.
Either wallow in your self-pity or get over yourself and like Nike says, just do It.
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It's Not About You

How do you feel about the homeless? Immigrants? Refugees? Single moms? Battered women?
The incarcerated? Kids in need of mentors? Depending on your answer depends on how you are
going to feel about this chapter. I used to be a Volunteer Coordinator in for a refugee
resettlement agency (yes that was my title, and yes it was a paid position). My main job (well not
really, but) was to nd people who wanted to give. Give money, give tangible items or give their
time. We always needed help and like yesterday. I worked for the agency, pre Trump. It was my
dream job. I had been working with refugees for years. In Georgia, Wisconsin and I even taught
English overseas in Africa in a refugee camp. According to the United Nation Head
Commissioner of Refugees (UNHCR) the de nition of a refugee is a person who has been forced
to ee his/her country in order to escape persecution, war or violence. A refugee has a wellfounded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or
membership in a particular social group. Most likely they cannot return home or are afraid to do
so. War and ethnic, tribal and religious violence are leading causes of refugees eeing their
home countries.
Reminds me a lot of what is happening in the U.S. to Black Americans… I’m just saying. And why
there’s lots of us leaving the U.S. and making our Blaxit (Black Exit).
Imagine having to ee your home country. New language, new surroundings, new way of living,
new strange food, new and different clothing styles, new schools, new jobs, I mean everything is
new.. Now I don't share this to compare or make you feel bad. What I want to point out is that
these people did not load up a U-Haul truck and journey across the globe because they wanted
a change of pace. They left with little to almost nothing. And talk about loneliness, that is a
whole other level of loneliness that some people will never have to deal with.
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New everything; furniture, clothes, dishes, shoes, towels, climate appropriate clothes, etc. The list
goes on. These are the things I would collect from volunteers. I would also need people to help
set up the apartments, cook them a welcome to America meal, and sometimes even pick them
up from the airport. But when all of those things had been collected, the list was complete, and
they had moved in, you know what they really needed was a new friend. Cue the curtain. And if
you have never been befriended by a refugee, no matter the country they are from, you will
quickly nd that their love language is food. And you will not be disappointed.
But maybe refugees are not your thing. That's okay. There are still plenty of people out there that
need something. And whether or not you have money to give, extra dishes you can part with or
maybe just a couple hours on the weekends boxing up food at the local food pantry, someone is
always in need of something. And nothing takes your mind off of your own circumstances like
helping others. It is a proven fact.
Let’s talk about spirituality. Now I realize some of you may not be religious (neither am I), that
does not matter. We all believe in something. Whether you believe the Big Bang really
happened, that Jesus Christ is Lord of all, or that Mohamed is your prophet (peace be with him),
we usually have something we believe in that is higher than ourselves that we lean towards.
Maybe it is nature or the Universe and your way of connecting with Spirit is taking a hike, or
planting a garden. The possibilities are endless. But not lost. There is a tribe of your particular
spiritual calling. There is somewhere, where people like yourselves gather on a regular basis.
No matter what or who you worship, who you roll with or who you pray to, I can guarantee that
the community you move to or live in is in need of volunteers, for one event or the other. Or they
may need your skill set, who knows. Non-pro ts operate on little to no money and staff. The way
they make up for that is by relying upon the community to make up what they lack. Give
yourself away, and I promise you the loneliness will fade. And even if it doesn't, volunteering will
take your mind off of your " rst world" problems. At least for a couple hours.
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We are not meant to live in this world by ourselves. We are meant to live in community with
others, helping others, and together we can all prosper. So I’m sorry to say it is not just about you.
It’s not even about tting in. In fact I can gather that if you are thinking about relocating, it’s not
just about you. You may be a solo traveler, or moving by yourself. But you don’t have to be by
yourself. Volunteering is one of the best ways to meet other people. Sharing is one of the best
ways to combat loneliness, and relocation depression, or depression period. So get your mind off
of your worries, and help someone else create and live a life that they and you deserve.
Even if you are moving somewhere new, connecting with a local organization that needs help
will connect you to people, and you may just nd your tribe. And worst case scenario, someone
else will bene t from your help, no matter how small or big. Together we can all achieve more.
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Holistic Rx

My rst year in Arizona was tough. On the outside it looked like I was settling in okay, and for the
most part I was. But when all of the boxes were all unpacked, and the AZ license plate was put
on my car, the excitement of having just moved to somewhere new... again... wore off. Yes, I was
settled but I didn't really have a routine yet. I didn't have set nights of the week that I'd meet up
with friends or my old cooking group nights.
And nally, after some bumps, bruises and mistakes made along the way, I decided I needed a
plan of action. Also, it was the beginning of the year and a perfect time to start with new goals. I
attended a vision board seminar right after the start of the year. If you have never made a vision
board, I highly recommend it. I don't know about you but I need something visible to look at to
remind me of where I am going and what I am setting out to accomplish.
My vision board had goals on it, scattered all over the poster board in the form of a collage of
pictures. I might be a type A personality, but I am also creative. And a checklist on a giant piece
of poster board was not going to get it. Mind, body and spirit was the general theme of my vision
board. It was time for me to get healthy. Not that I wasn't, but it was not my main focus. I
needed to surround myself with positive people, do positive things for my body and put positive
things into my body.
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So I signed up with a gym, not just any gym though, one of those HIIT gyms. High Intensity
Interval Training. I could not trust myself to go to a gym and try to plan my own work out, so
these classes were perfect. I decided to start eating healthy. I avoid the word diet, that sounds
more like a temporary x. I wanted a lifestyle change. No more Nacho Doritos with lime juice
and hot sauce for dinner. I made it absolutely necessary to get at least 7 ½ to 9 hours of sleep a
night. Did you know that women need more sleep than men? Yup. It's a proven fact. Google it.
And I started to meditate in the mornings before I went to work. It made a world of difference
and probably saved many lives on my commutes to work. This routine of positive inside and out
saved me many tearful nights and several hundreds of dollars in wine.
I know that sleeping in late, binge watching Net ix with a bag of hot Cheetos and a Corona
sound like a perfect night in, but trust me when I say, put the bag down. Get out of the house.
Get your blood pumping with a walk around the park. Or get a dog and take it for a walk
around the park. Stop at the local grocer and check out the sales. Learn a new exciting recipe to
prepare meals for next week's lunch. Maybe only drink alcohol when you go out with new
friends, that will be a great reward for stepping out and meeting new people. And maybe, just
maybe your body does not need 9 hours of sleep but try 7 hours for a while and see how you
feel. More than 9 hours may be just a tad too much, but you'll have to test it. Your energy levels
will be higher, your brain will focus much better and your body will thank you. Try it for 30 days
at least.
And it's okay to get creative with how to be healthy. There are so many healthy eating paths out
there these days, the list is endless. Find what's right for you. I just so happened to hear a
conversation, okay maybe I was eavesdropping, whatever. The point is that I found out that
some people at work were part of a Keto diet group. Well it just so happened that I was doing
my Keto thang at the time too, so I decided to jump into the conversation. Turns out they had a
Facebook group as well, so I joined the group. Score!
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I had joined a women's kickboxing gym and was happy but after a few months of going I still
didn't know anyone. I was talking with a coworker trying to get her to join, but rather than
joining my gym we both ended up joining a new gym that was opening up and then I had a
workout buddy. We've even done things outside the gym. Coworker>gym partner>friend. None
of this happened over night. It took me getting real with myself and committing to this not
being a move I regret later. I did not want to miss out on opportunities just because my
expectations of how my life was supposed to be here didn't exactly turn out the way I planned.
I know most of what I just talked about was regarding the body, what you put in and do with it is
equally important. When you start to take care of your body rst, it helps the mind and spirit
follow the ow. Taking care of your body, eating right, working out are all within your control. The
mind, well, not so much. Start with what you can control and the rest will fall in line.
If you don't know me, I absolutely LOVE quotes. I collect them, every day, all day. Check out a few
that I thought were perfect for this chapter:
"When you have expectations, you are setting yourself up for disappointment" Ryan Reynolds
"When mind, body and spirit are in harmony, happiness is the natural result" Deepak Chopra
"The body heals with play; the mind heals with laughter and the spirit heals with joy" Proverb
"The groundwork of all happiness is health" L. Hunt
"Fall in love with taking care of yourself" Mind Body Spirit
"Do not believe the things you tell yourself when you are sad and alone" Unknown
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Give Yourself A Break

In January 2018 I decided it was time to make some changes. I didn’t do the whole “new year,
new me” or make any new year's resolutions, I just decided I was going to try some new things,
meet some new people and nd my tribe of like-minded people. That rst three months was a
whirlwind. My calendar was pretty colorful with all of the things I had on there. I tried it all, well
not really but it felt like it.
I started with a weekend conference where we made vision boards for the new year. I felt pretty
“adult” making a vision board, but seriously I needed something visual to look at to keep me on
track. And I would continue to meet up with these ladies every quarter to do a check in to see
where we were at, how we were holding up and get some support and encouragement.
I joined a book club. I absolutely love to read and wish I had more time for it. But at least with a
book club, you have a deadline to have the book read by or you’d feel lost when everyone met
up. And btw, this book club met monthly at a local restaurant. And being the foodie that I am, it
was a great opportunity to not only get a book read, hang out with other book lovers, but also
check out the local eateries.
I joined a writing group. Yes, you guessed it, I love to read and write, go gure. One of the things I
included on my vision board was to nish the book I’d been promising myself to nish, nally.
But I needed accountability, so I joined a writing group. We’d meet each week and read our
writings out loud to the group and then get immediate feedback. Talk about intimidating. I was
always nauseous on the ride to the coffee shop where we met. But got some good feedback.
They were always kind, thank goodness.
I joined a gym. Not just any gym though, it was a girls boxing gym. I got to wear pink gloves. One
of the other things on my vision board was to get into shape. I’d put on a few pounds from the
last relationship I had... stupid boys, and it de nitely needed to come off.
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There were a few other groups joined in those rst few months, but we don’t have time for that
right now. It’d be a whole other chapter on the “groups of 2018”, and that’s not the focus for the
moment. What I want to focus on is the variety and diversity in which I tried groups. Now if
you’re wondering if I am still a part of these groups today, well, no. But at least I tried some
things. You’re going to have to go through some trials, let’s call them lessons. The experience you
learn from it will help you gure out what you don’t like, who you don’t vibe with, so you can
move on to what you do.
I heard this once from someone much wiser than I am, “You’re never stuck.” Man, when I heard
that for the rst time, it blew my mind. You mean I don’t have to stay and put up with people or
places I don’t feel I belong. Why didn’t I get the memo? You know what that means don’t you?
You’re never stuck either. And you’re de nitely not a failure if you try something and it doesn’t
work out. Groups, people, relationships, none of it. Keep it moving until you nd what’s right for
you.
I don’t know about you, but I am hard on people, but hardest on myself. It’s like there’s no room
for error. When it comes to me, it’s a little harder to swallow. But I am a work in progress, and
learning to allow myself some grace. It’s been a journey. It’s also easier to give grace when you
understand you have it yourself, go gure.

“Expectation is the root of heartache.”
— William Shakespeare

Don’t expect everything to work out the rst time. It may take a few times to get things right.
Same goes for nding your tribe, and discovering happiness in your new neighborhood. I was
thinking about what analogy there is out there that compares to moving somewhere new. And I
thought about marriage. Now, if you haven’t been married before, then this may be a moot
point, but stay with me.
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When you're planning your wedding date, there’s tons of work and man hours that go into it.
And a ood of emotions. You’re excited to marry the love of your life, yet you want to kill the
caterer because they can’t seem to come up with a veggie option that doesn’t include soy. You
are excited about the bachelorette party but then, you want to choke your maid of honor cause
she thought it would be a good idea to order a midget stripper. And then the wedding day
comes. You’re feeling foxy as hell in your wedding dress, in fact everyone looks perfect. It’s the
perfect day, and everything ran smoothly, right down to the dollar dance. The honeymoon ends
and then you look at your new husband and think, “holy shit, I’m married, now what.”
Well moving can be like that as well. You plan and prep for months and weeks on end. You're
excited to get to your new house, but frustrated by your current situation of boxes and suitcases.
You’ve had the ‘goodbye’ party with all your loved ones, and said ‘peace out’ to your old boss. The
truck is all packed, the trailer hitched and the dog in the front seat. The drive goes smoothly, one
of the best road trips you’ve had. The plane takes off smoothly and you didn’t even feel the thing
land. Then you get to your new house, unpack, everything is out and in Its place. Then you take a
second to look around and think, “holy shit, I just moved to a new city/country now what.”
I’ll tell you what, don’t panic. It’s the beginning of a new chapter, not the end of the book. Your
life in your new home will be what you make it. So, go into it with a positive attitude. And when
things seem to be getting a little tough, let go of expectations and make some adjustments.
Everything is going to be just ne.
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Culture Map
So, where are you thinking about moving to? Or, where have you moved to? No. Like really.
Where? Because that is imperative to whether or not you will succeed in making your new
address feel like home. Are you on the East Coast or the West Coast? Are you in the Midwest or
the South? Or are you even in the U.S. at all? Are you in Mexico or Africa? Earlier I mentioned
that I have lived in 7 states, but I have also lived in a few countries as well, like right now in Costa
Rica. All that to say, it will be important for you to do some research and nd out what people
are like in your neck of the woods. Now it would be ideal for you to do this prior to moving, that is
of course if you have the time or the choice. But if you have already arrived, the truck unloaded
and the boxes unpacked, don’t worries, nothing like jumping and learning to y.
7 seven states, I’ve lived in 7 states y'all, and coincidentally several of them have been in the
utmost corners of the U.S. I know you have been wondering so here is the list in order of
appearance: California, Nevada, Florida, Georgia, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Arizona. That covers a
wide range of the U.S. and all very different cultures. And then there’s Mexico, Algeria, the
Philippines and Costa Rica. The only places I actually did any research for were Florida,
Wisconsin and Costa Rica. For Florida, a friend and I took a vision planning trip to look for jobs
and which areas to live in before moving. Very wise decision. And oddly it ended up being the
place I lived the longest. I also did a vision trip to Wisconsin before moving and against my
better judgement, I moved there anyway. Lol! The California girl in me was not happy to have to
learn to navigate winters. And I don’t care what people say, nothing prepares you for having to
shovel your way out of the driveway.
For Costa Rica, I had been there before for work, and knew one day I’d move there, or at least
that was the dream that was planted. It took almost 10 years, but I made it. And I moved in the
middle of a pandemic. I still didn’t know a lot about the country, so I did lots of research online,
and decided I’d learn how to swim after I jumped in. Cause who doesn’t like a global adventure
in the middle of COVID.
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So I mentioned weather earlier, that is something you have to consider. Is it sunny year-round or
does it go through all four seasons? Or are there 7 months of winter in your future? Weather
really accounts for what your mood will be like. When I moved to Costa Rica, I packed for city
living in San Jose, which can get cold, and ended up living on the coast at the beach, that’s a
whole different wardrobe. It reminded me of Miami, and I think the reason I stayed so long in
Miami is because of the sun and beach. I grew up in Los Angeles, near beaches, so I am drawn to
the water. At any time, I was always a 10 to 20 minute drive to paradise. However, in Illinois, when
winter came, I had to stand at the subway station layered up from head to toe. Let’s just say the
overall mood was a little different.
Another thing you must consider is the scene around your city. What are they known for? Miami
was very latin, and Spanish was the primary language around the city. Costa Rica too, although
some sections of the country do speak English, but you never know. I speak Spanish uently, so
I’m always drawn to Spanish speaking cultures. In Nevada I lived in two different places; Reno
and Las Vegas. Casinos are a very large part of the lifestyle there. And not just for gambling.
Casinos provide jobs for the majority of the people who live there. You can nd some place to eat
or hang out 24/7. But in Appleton, WI they would roll up the sidewalks around 10 PM, after that
only the heathens were out.
Going back to knowing yourself, think about what you like to do in the home you just left. You
may not be able to recreate the same places, but maybe they have something close enough to
make it your new ‘go to’ spot. Is it coffee shops, books stores, farmers markets, art shows,
museums, car shows, music concerts, or parks? Some places you move to may not have these
things in their city directly, but maybe they are a drive away, close enough for you to be able to
plan a weekend trip to the nearest amusement park. Sometimes you have to think outside the
box.
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Observe the types of people that live in your new place. Are there a lot of families or singles or
young couples? What is the main industry that people work in? Remember the casinos in
Vegas? Or are they factories? Are the women mostly stay at home moms or do they work as
well? Do people work 9-5's or do they own their own businesses? I know everything we learned
growing up told us that we did not have to “ t”, but let me be the rst to tell you, most if not all
people have a secret desire to “ t in”. At least just a little. Especially when you are the new
person in town, you already have that going for you, you may not want to be a complete mis t.
That is how you build bridges and make lasting relationships, you must nd some common
ground to begin with. So, go into it as a learner. Find out what your new neighbors are into and
be a little curious, you never know what interesting things you might learn or nd out that you
have in common.
Now the last thing I want to talk about is people's demographics. Nowadays with our politics in
the state that they are in, some places are safe to live and some aren’t and you may need to
curb your political stance for a bit until you nd out whether or not it’s safe to step up to the
podium. As a Black American woman, I am de nitely careful of where I live now. It’s the reason I
made my Blaxit (Black exit) from the U.S. when I did. I no longer felt safe, kinda like a refugee,
where it was no longer safe for me to live in my home country. I have been the only Black girl in
town before and as much as I love explaining how my hair grew overnight because I have braids
now, sometimes you want to be around at least a few other people who look and think like you
do. It’s sad that this has to be something that we must consider these days, but it is what it is.
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Consider Adoption

I've lived in a lot of places stateside and abroad. I was not always able to go home for the
holidays. Big holidays like Christmas or even ones like the 4th of July, or Labor Day where
weekends are always barbecues and such. Holidays, no matter how big or small, I just like
gathering with people and enjoying good conversation, drinks and food. Businesses are closed
(most of them anyways), people have a day or two off work. Families make plans to go out of
town. But what about those of us who could not go home. Airline prices are always
astronomical during those high travel seasons. And sometimes you'd just rather not spend one
whole day driving, just to turn around and drive a whole day back the next day. That is not my
idea of a vacation or time well spent.
When I lived in Miami it was just my best friend and I. We had moved out there together and the
super bowl was coming up. I love sports and the super bowl is one of those unof cial holidays I
like to spend with others. We didn't know anyone, so no one invited us to their house for a party.
And we didn’t know enough people to throw our own. So, we decided to go watch it at a local
bar. One of those places where you pay to get in and it was all you can eat and drink. The way
they had it set up was that you bought spots at a table. And this place was mostly composed of
booths. So, when we were looking at the layout of choices we had no idea where to sit, so we just
picked a random spot.
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We ended up sitting in a booth with a family. Wife, husband and their teenage son. We didn't
really say it, but we were thinking it. This was not going to be fun at all. But during the
conversation and getting to know each other, it turned out that the wife and I worked at the
same place, just on different oors. What a small world. We ended up becoming friends with
that family and spent holidays with them going forward. What a blessing, especially because the
wife got down cooking. And we would have a blast every time we hung out. But if we never
would have taken that chance and gone out to watch the super bowl, we would have missed
out on a beautiful friendship. That family basically adopted us into theirs. It really made the
transition smoother for us. My best friend ended up moving back home, and I decided to stay,
but at least I had my adopted family to lean on.
Maybe you have experienced it before. Maybe you were the adoptive family for someone new in
town. Or you know of someone. Now it may not always come so easy as it did for us. But taking
advantage of every opportunity to get out and meet people, go somewhere new, try something
different, get out of your comfort zone, just might lead you to your tribe.
Some of you may have heard about the law of attraction. Focusing on positive thoughts can
bring positive experiences to your life. However, the same goes for negative thoughts. Break the
habit of condemning something because it's new or you may have never tried before or even
thought about trying. Send your thoughts, desires and requests out there into the Universe and
it will respond. Send your prayers up, so blessings can come down.
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In 2011 I decided to join a Wisconsin based Christian nonpro t that taught English in a refugee
camp in Africa. We'd spend 3 months teaching and then come back to the states and spend
three months home. I was new to both places, the African refugee camp and living in Wisconsin.
And just between you and I, well, I guess everyone else reading this, I felt more at home in the
refugee camp. You see in Wisconsin I lived in community with others, but what was lacking was
the heart felt love of family. People were nice, kind and giving but I was never invited to become
a part of the "family". It was always family time and friend time. But in Africa I had a family. I lived
with a host family that was composed of a mother, father and seven children from the ages of
twelve to thirty. I guess one more didn't make a difference. And although we came from
different religions, different backgrounds, different cultures and languages I felt more welcome
than ever. They did not have much to share but what they did have was mine. They adopted me
right into their family, no questions asked.
Making the decision to join a group I did not know and then travel with them to a place I'd never
gone, was one of the most life changing experiences I've ever had. And whenever I was away
from my African family, I longed for them and could not wait to come back ‘home’.
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When I rst got to Costa Rica, I stayed in an Airbnb that had a yoga studio. Sadly though, there
were no other people at the Airbnb, it was just me. I was hoping to nd community, but was the
solo traveler for the whole month I was there. But I would make it a point to go out and eat by
myself, cause I also wanted to explore the city, and the lack of people to do things with was not
going to hinder me. I found this hole in the wall restaurant to eat lunch one day ( I love the local
whole in the walls), and this Black family walked in, mom, dad and two girls. The parents were
probably about the same age as me. We spotted each other and did that whole, “are you Black
Black or local Black” kinda gaze. Because in Costa Rica, a small percentage of people are Black,
so you never know. FInally, the husband came up to me and asked if I was American, and that
was it, I had a new family. They were going to the hot springs the next day, and invited me to go
with them, and of course you know I went. And a few days later, they headed to the beach and
invited me with them again. I had a fabulous time with them, and I think they did too. And I
came in handy because I was uent in Spanish and neither of them spoke a lick. My Spanish
de nitely came in handy when we got pulled over by the police… yup! But that’s another story
for another book one day.
But, Melinda… how do I nd a family to adopt me? Why, I'm so glad you asked. I actually have no
idea. But seriously, there is no answer to that question. You just have to be willing to take a
chance, take a risk, put yourself out there. Trust that where you have ended up is for a reason.
Trust that you were led there, and if you believe in God, then even more so trust that God did
not lead you there to leave you. But you have to get out of your own way, and let God make a
way. Put that desire out into the Universe, write it down, verbally share it with someone,
meditate on it, pray about it and then release it. And wait. And pay attention. Your desires are
real. Be willing to admit that you have them and want something from the Universe. And the
Universe will agree with you. And when the time is right and you are ready, the Creator of the
Universe will respond in Divine timing.
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Break The Chains

Did you know that in some places, people who move to that new place are called transplants?
That's what the locals call people who aren't from their town or state. I was sitting with a group
of coworkers when I lived in Arizona, some locals, some not and one of the guys asked where I
was from. Proudly I said California, and he said, "Oh so you're a transplant?". Excuse me!? Out of
towner, newbie, new girl, I mean there are plenty of other names to call people new to town. Am
I the only one appalled by this? Ok rant over, thanks for listening. Moving on now. There are also
expats, if you are someone living in another country that is not your own. If you want to go from
transplant/expat to local, then you gotta do what the locals do, hang where the locals hang and
shop locally owned stores.
I absolutely LOVE farmers markets. And do you know out of all of the seven states that I have
lived in, and the dozens of cities, countries, the very best farmers market was in a small town
called Appleton, WI. I loved summers there. I mean they really made up for the nine other
months of hell, I mean winter. The farmers market was by far my favorite. Besides the fact that
friends of mine ran a Henna booth and hired me to be their Booth Babe, that's just a cool name
for someone who keeps track of the people in line so that it doesn't get too crazy.
And if you haven't heard it yet, I love coffee. And in an even smaller town in WI called Little
Chute, had the best coffee shop EVER called Seth's Coffee, and not just because I worked there
for a hot second. But the house coffee was a pour over, and once you have had pour over coffee
you never want anything else again. And the list of coffee brewing options went on. The owners,
who of course were friends of mine, created one of the coolest places to hang out in town. Oh,
and when they started serving beer and wine, it was a game changer.
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And yes, since we are on the subject of coffee my second favorite coffee shop of all seven states
is in Phoenix, AZ called Changing Hands. And they conveniently have a book bar called First
Draft there also. Why does this place rank top on my list of coffee shops in the States, thanks for
asking. I can always go there and do a number of things. Get coffee, drink a glass of wine, grab a
cheese platter, buy a book, attend a book signing, or an open mic night. Once I went there and
got a 'Poem on Demand'. They actually had poets sitting in front of an old school typing
machine, typing out whatever topic poem they requested. For free.
Going where the locals go is one of the best things possible to get you acclimated and
acquainted with your new neighborhood. And the more you frequent these places the more you
will come to be recognized. I hate to steal a line from the Cheers theme song, but it's so true.
"Sometimes you wanna go, where everybody knows your name. And they're always glad you
came".
Besides, local small business owners are great resources for newcomers, notice I tried not to use
the name transplant. They are usually well connected and respected in the local community.
And if you like a good story, ask them how or why they started their business, how they came up
with their name, or who one of their favorite (or worst) customers were.
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One of my favorite places in Costa Rica is called Juice for Life in Puerto Viejo, owned by a man
named Joseph. He is a young Jamaican, well Black don’t crack so he could actually be like 65
and looks good for his age, lol. I met him one day after many people told me that I needed to see
this man and taste his freshly pressed juices. I’m like okay how good can they be, well damn
good if you ask me. All natural, local fruits and veggies, pressed so there are no chunks and so
delicious you want more than just one. And what I love about him is that in his shop the menu is
broken down by what your ailment is… what? So once I went to him cause I had menstrual
cramps and he sat me down, gave me a drink while he made some special (with sea moss) to
ease my cramps. When you go get a juice, you're not just getting juice, you're getting an
education on the healing power of drinking the right juices for the problems you have. He takes
his time to make sure you get the healing your body needs. Whenever I am with someone new
in town, I always make sure to take them by his shop. And I absolutely love that he has a list of
the things that the drinks are made from, because he says I may not always be here and you
should still be able to take care of your health.
Or like the couple that I visit at the farmers market (feria verde) in Puerto Viejo, Costa Rica. I
make it a point to visit them to restore my supply of Rapé (pronounced rah-pay). A Shamanic
snuff mixed with smokeless tobacco and other plant medicines, to help cleanse and purify the
mind and body. They have several different types, each one for a different purpose. I always enjoy
the lessons I get everytime I go, and have even introduced friends to the experience as well.
I know it can be easy and comfortable to stay with the same places you have back home, the
same fast food joints or even the markets, but I’m thinking that you did not move to be
stagnant. Get out and try something new, whether you have been referred or not. Because
sometimes the only way to gure out what you do like, is to try new things to gure out what
you don’t like. And if you have moved somewhere new, it’s time to release the chains of comfort
anyways and do something different.
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Always Be Learning

Let me start this chapter by telling you a little story. When I lived in a small town in Oacaxa,
Mexico, I went to missionary training school, life changing btw, and I lived there for 10 months.
Now you talk about a new girl in town, I think most of the locals hadn't even ever seen a Black
person up front before. Talk about not tting in. But we were encouraged to get out and mingle
with the locals. And not just at the restaurants, cause you know the food was bomb.
Well I wanted to stay in shape. Back in the U.S. I was eating healthy and working out and I was
not sure how that was going to play out in Mexico. It's not like I was living in Cabo or Puerto
Vallarta where there are plenty of tourists and they cater to the Americans and our American
lifestyle. I ended up nding a spin class in the middle of this super small town in Mexico. I was
overjoyed. Now, of course they didn't have the fancy bikes like I was used to, and no one had the
fancy shoes that I used to have. But the fact that there was a spin class at all was unbelievable. It
was great language practice, and a great way to interact with the local women who attended
the class. There was also a Zumba class. Now that was fun! Those women really know how to
shake it and stay on beat, it was refreshing. It was almost like a dance class.
Another thing I did while I lived out there was take guitar lessons. I had always wanted to, and
because of the exchange rate the classes were more affordable. I also bought a really nice purple
and white guitar, to have something to practice on. I miss that guitar. That class was awesome
and again allowed me to practice Spanish and reading music skills. Yes, all the songs were in
Spanish. But every once in a while, the instructor would teach us an English song. I think he felt
bad for me. The relationships I made in those classes connected me even more to the place I
called home for the moment.
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What I hope for you is that you take the opportunity to get to know your city in the same
manner. Find something you used to do at home and see what it's like. But be careful not to set
your expectations too high. Things may not be to your standards. Like the spin class I took, and
the old broken down equipment. But what was more important were the relationships I
established. On the other hand, you may be blown away. Until this day I still haven't taken a
Zumba class that was as much fun as the one I used to take in Mexico. Be open to endless
possibilities.
Ask yourself, what are some hobbies that you want to revive. Or some passions you have always
wanted to explore and did not. When you're living in the comfort zone like we all settle into
when we have established a home, it is hard to spark up the passions we once held. Now that
you are free from old distractions, and may have more time on your hands because you are not
bogged down with birthday parties, baby showers, anniversary parties, retirement parties and
the list of other reasons we all like to throw a party, you most likely will have the time to explore.
Start that book you've always been meaning to write. Take that painting class you've been
thinking about taking. Start hiking again, and check out the parks and rec in your area. You may
have mastered skiing, but you've been thinking about switching over to snowboarding. The
thing is to try something, anything. And what will magically happen is that you will continue to
frequent those places and the people who frequent them as well will begin to associate you
with someone like minded. Now maybe they invite you to some events or maybe they don't.
That's okay. But that doesn't mean you give up. Strike up a conversation and invite them
somewhere. Take advantage and create an opportunity. Pay attention and notice when the
right time is to jump in and say something. Don't worry it's only stalking if you keep staring and
never say anything. Cause then you’ve crossed over to the creeper side, and once you have
crossed over, it could be hard to get back. Not impossible, but a little harder.
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I'll leave you with one more story. When I lived in Miami, I had surgery. What kind is not
important. But I was going to be off of work for 6 weeks. Now, you may not know me, but 6
weeks of not going to work was brutal. Not because I was a workaholic or anything, but because
I had too much time on my hands. So I ended up taking a bartending course. Did I mention
earlier that I used to be missionary in a previous life (in this lifetime)? Bartending and
missionary work are two things that don't usually get put into the same sentence, but hello,
have you met me. If you have, then that totally makes sense. But yes, I did take a bartending
course. Loads of fun, btw.
I ended up getting a bartending gig at Dolphin Stadium on Sundays when the Dolphins were in
town. What?! Now I was making money on the side, and I LOVE football, and I met some pretty
neat people. And btw, did I say I LOVE football. It was like I got to go to the games for free. Okay,
not really, but we would stop serving after the third quarter, so I would stick around and watch
the fourth quarter. Yassss! What great memories! So get out there and nd fun making
memories that you can tell your grandchildren about one day.
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Pro Social Media

I majored in communications, and in my speech class we read this book called '' Unfriend
Yourself" The author gave their argument against social media and advised readers to take a
detox to reevaluate yourself and your stance on social media. The author went on to discuss how
social media was killing society. Our assignment (besides reading this drab) was to get together
with two others and present our positions and thoughts on the matter. Luckily, I found two
others who shared my dislike of the book and made it our mission to argue against the author's
point. Do I think people use social media to rant and draw negative attention to themselves? Yes.
Do I think some people use it to connect with people and never connect with any one in person?
Yes. Do I think that some people have one personality on-line and a completely different one in
person? Yes.
I also think that when used properly social media can be a lifesaver for some, and used as a
resource to nd your community of like-minded people. I mean come one, we were all forced to
go “online” when the pandemic hit. And if you were not familiar with technology before, well,
you probably are now. Social media and all of it’s tools for connecting, saved a lot of us during
the pandemic. And yes, there are those who use it for evil. Sometimes I wish you had to meet
certain quali cations before allowing just anyone to get a social media account, but who am I.
So my mission in this chapter is to show you how you can use social media for good and not evil.
It's time we get down to business. We have covered a lot of information so far. Stories have been
shared, truths revealed, and challenges have been made. Now, it’s time to put it all into practice.
How do you do that? First, I want to dive right into social media. Now I know social media is all
online, yes. However, you do need to connect with real people, face to face. Social media is
merely the tool used to nd the people you want to connect with IRL (in real life). I’m not going
to cover all of the different types of apps and sites that you can use, frankly there are too many
out there. But what I am going to do is highlight ones that have been successful for me, and
some of my all-time favorites.
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Facebook (Metaverse or whatever you call it today)

No matter how you feel about the CEO, Facebook (cause I can’t quite call it the other name just
yet), it is useful. Forget for one moment that you don’t want everyone and your mom knowing
your business, ne don’t put it out there. But you can use it to join groups and communities
online. And for free, hello! I have used it to connect with other Black yoga teachers and Black
yogis. I have used it to attend events that people hosted live online. And I have used it to
research moves I have made. Like when I moved to Costa Rica, I joined a group of Black
Americans that wanted to leave the U.S., yes it exists, and it’s what led me to nding the Black
Expat group of people in Costa Rica. I’d say that’s a win.
Instagram

Ok, so unlike Facebook, Instagram is mostly pic and content and such. But this is a great way to
search for others that you want to connect with in your new area. Start following hashtags that
are used in your area. For example, I follow #puravida #costarica #puertoviejo on social media
and it has not only grown my followers, it has connected me to others in the neighborhood,
cause that’s how good the algorithms are. And since everyone is not on Facebook, some events
get announced and advertised on Instagram, and the app will start to suggest events that are
happening in your area, where you can meet new people, new like minded people, who like
some of the same things you do, and wala, you have a tribe.
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WhatsApp
This is probably one of the most brilliant apps ever invented, because no matter what country
your phone number is from, you can have an account. And in countries that are known for
tourism, this is the easiest way to connect with them. And… you can connect to groups. Like
where I live people are from all over, and there are local groups that have been created to help
those passing through and/or those that live locally get the latest news, without actually
watching the news that is. For example, I am in several groups where people can get anything
from advice on how to get a COVID test to where they can buy a new yoga mat. I also co-admin,
for our local group of Black Expats, and these people are my Tribe, my support, my life saver.

Telegram
This is very much like WhatsApp, except that the groups can be larger on this app. Whatsapp
caps the group at 256, where Telegram is 200,000. Also, this is not owned by the Facebook
conglomerate, if you just really can’t stand home dude and his antics. And it’s also a great back
up. Remember when Facebook, Instagram and Whatsapp all were down at the same time? No?
Just me, well, being able to connect with people through this app was a life saver for a lot of us
that rely on others to stay connected.
There are many more apps, and online platforms, but I just wanted to share a little about the
ones I use on a daily basis. Hopefully you have a better understanding of how social media can
help you connect with new friends and stay connected to old ones. But just a reminder, don’t
keep it on online, eventually venture out and meet these people in person.
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Black Exit

I made my Blaxit (Black Exit) in March 2021, Black exit from the U.S. I had been living in Arizona
for 4 years, and felt that it had served its purpose. I had my spiritual awakening there, started
my business there, and nished a healing arts school there. And around the time that the
pandemic hit and George Floyd was murdered, I decided it was time to leave. I needed more
melanated people in my life and Arizona was not cutting it.
Believe it or not, I actually went to Baltimore rst. I connected with a yoga studio there and was
looking forward to teaching yoga to my people. I had a hard time assimilating though. It was
winter ( I hate the cold), and Baltimore had this oppressive feeling about it. What I did like was
that I was close to D.C., so I was a rebel and attended the Presidential Inauguration to watch
Madam Vice President get sworn in. They weren’t letting anyone near the capitol, but there
were several fellow rebels that came out anyway to celebrate outside the gates, so I was in good
company.
After a month of living in Baltimore (in winter), I came to my senses, booked a one way ticket to
Costa Rica, and narrowed my life down to two suitcases and a backpack. I had been to Costa
Rica 10 years before. I’d come for 3 months with the company I was working for at the time, and
fell in love. And I met expats living here, and knew that one day I’d be doing the same. That trip
to Costa Rica in 2008, was the rst time I realized, I didn't have to live my whole life in the United
States. I knew travling to other countries was available, but living there, because I chose to, well
that opened up a whole new world for me. So since then, I have lived in several countres, but this
time in Costa Rica, has been the longest by far. When I chose to move here, I had fully expected
to live in the city of San Jose, where the major airport is. But I also wanted to see a few other
places before settling. I was very intentional and wanted to connect with other conscious people,
so I stayed at Airbnb’s that had yoga studios, and then I spent a month volunteering at a yoga
retreat center. I was loving life, but I was still pretty much the only Black person wherever I went.
That is until I arrived on the Caribbean side.
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I ended up connected with the Black Expats of Costa Rica Facebook group. They were going to
be having their rst ever meetup, where all of the Black Expats in the country were going to
meet in Puerto Viejo, Limon. This part of the country is known to be where the Black Costa
Ricans live. It’s often referred to as dangerous (surprise, surprise). Well, the pandemic was still
well underway and the number of people going had gotten too large and it was not going to be
safe to host that many people in one location, so it was canceled. Well, I was already headed
there so I went anyway. I’m a rebel that way if you haven’t gured it out yet.
I was able to catch a ride with some friends coming into the area. We arrived at night, and I
couldn’t really see much, but the feeling that came over me when I arrived was inexplicable. It
was like the spirit ascended down upon me and whispered “this is it '' Well the next day I met up
with some of the Black expats that live here and I never left. If you are reading this and you’re
Black, you get it. Especially if you are living in the U.S. The vibe in certain parts of the U.S are
starting to feel oppressive, not just in Baltimore. And if you have been the only Black person in
social and professional settings for a while, it’s refreshing to be in a place with other awakened
Black people that escaped the Matrix. Life is peaceful here, and we are living our best Black lives.
And since moving here, I have watched the Black expat community grow, and there are pockets
us of us all over the country.
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Black people! If you are reading this and are on the fence about making your Blaxit, just do it. No
amount of planning, or saving money is going to prepare you for moving overseas. Do I believe
that research is necessary? Yes! I did before I came here. But none of that prepared me for this.
You just have to make the leap, or take a prep trip. Spend a few months, maybe the length of
the country's visa (90 days) getting to know the people and the area. Join a Facebook group. I
joined the larger Blaxit group which led me to the smaller group in Costa Rica. These groups
exist. And there are so many people moving out of the U.S. these days, you’re almost guaranteed
to nd someone either already living there, or wanting to move there to help guide you. Costa
Rica is not the only place Black Americans are ocking to, Mexico, Ghana, Panama are just a few
of the other places around the world we are eeing to. And yes, we are eeing, just like refugees,
we are eeing our home country because of persecution.

And if you are really lucky there may even be people that help others relocate to the country of
your choice. If you are thinking about coming to Costa Rica, I’ve got just the person(s) for you.
You don’t have to come to Costa Rica, shoot, who's to say I’ll even still be here when you do.
Needless to say, the life you want to live is not out of reach. And you are the creator of your
experience of life.
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Parting Words
Well, that’s it folks. That is all she wrote… for now. I think I’ve left you with some tips, tricks and
hopefully some motivation. Do the damn thing and make the move. You’ll only know if it's
working out if you give it a shot. And worse case scenario, you are never stuck and you can
always return home. My work here is done, but if you still need some support, consider working
with me, and let me help you nd your true purpose in life, let me help you nd out what your
Soul’s contract is, and then maybe you’ll be ready to make the big move. And if you do, reach out
to me and let me know how it goes. I wish you nothing but light, love and luck in your future
endeavors.
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When Melinda lived in other places, she would often nd herself
using the phrase ‘I’m not from here’ so often that one of her friends
said to her, “if you ever write a book, that should be the name of the
title. Thanks for the inspiration Lisa VanSistine Colson.This is
Melinda’s second self published eBook. Her rst eBook “Happy To Be
Here: How To Make Your Workplace Your Happy Place” is available
online. She wrote that book after getting red from what she thought
was her dream job.
Melinda is currently living her best Black life in Costa Rica. She is
divorced, has no kids, and owns her own wellness business. She is a
yoga teacher, spiritual life coach, and she hosts yoga retreats in Costa
Rica. Her mission is to empower others to be their own healer, and
she provides the support, resources and tools her clients need to
progress in life.
You can nd a list of her upcoming retreats, offerings and services at:
www.yougotmel.org and feel free to schedule a free 30 min
consultation

